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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify on our

experience in implementing the provisions of the Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-177)—or, more briefly, the

Balanced Budget Act. My statement this afternoon will cover three areas:

o The highlights of the joint CBO/OMB sequestration report to the

Comptroller General;

o A description of the process by which the joint report was

prepared; and

o A discussion of some conceptual issues and technical problems

we encountered in our work.

3OINT CBO/OMB SEQUESTRATION REPORT

The Balanced Budget Act establishes an automatic spending reduction

procedure if the federal deficit is estimated by OMB, CBO and GAO to

exceed certain specified amounts. The maximum deficit amounts decrease

each year from $171.9 billion for fiscal year 1986 to zero for 1991. Any

necessary spending reductions are to be accomplished through the seques-

tration of budgetary resources. Except for trust and special funds, this

involves permanently cancelling new budget authority and other spending

authority to obligate and expend funds. For 1986, the outlay reduction is



limited by the Act to a maximum of $11.7 billion, regardless of the amount

of the excess deficit. In later years, the amount of possible outlay

reductions is not limited.

The first step in the sequestration process is a joint report by the

Directors of CBO and OMB to the Comptroller General that estimates

budget base levels and calculates the amounts of budgetary resources to be

sequestered. Our report for 1986 was delivered on 3anuary 15, as required

by the Act. It was also published in the Federal Register on that date.

The CBO/OMB report covers 418 pages, most of which are budget

account listings. There is a 20-page summary at the beginning of the report

that we have also printed separately and distributed to Members of the

Committee. This summary provides a good description of our sequestration

calculations, and I would like to go through a number of its tables quickly to

highlight the major features.

Base Level Budget Estimates

Table 1 of our report summary shows the CBO and OMB base level estimates

for 1986. Our deficit estimates are remarkably close—within $800 million

of each other. The average of the two deficit estimates is $220.5 billion,

which exceeds the $171.9 billion maximum deficit amount by $48.6 billion.

This is far more than enough to invoke the full amount of the $11.7 billion

spending reduction established by the Balanced Budget Act.



TABLE 1. BUDGET BASE LEVELS FOR 1986
(In billions of dollars)

Budget
Aggregates

Revenues
Outlays
Deficit

OMB
Estimates

774.9
994.9
220.1

CBO
Estimates

777.2
998.0
220.9

Average

776.0
996.5
220.5

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

The CBO base level deficit estimate is $220.9 billion, which is

$26.2 billion higher than the $194.6 billion deficit estimate we made last

November for the conference committee on H.J. Res. 372. The November

estimate was based on our August economic forecast, tax and spending laws

in effect at that time, and 1985 appropriation levels. Our latest deficit

estimate is based on a new economic forecast, tax and spending laws as of

January 10, 1986, and 1986 appropriation levels.

Approximately $10 billion of the higher CBO deficit estimate

can be attributed to changes in our economic forecast for 1986. These

changes result in somewhat lower revenues and a very slight change in net

interest costs. The remaining $16 billion increase can be attributed to

Congressional legislative actions and to technical reestimates of spending.

The largest change in outlay estimates is for agriculture programs, primarily

CCC farm price support programs (+$10.0 billion). The farm bill passed in

December added $2 billion to $3 billion to estimated 1986 outlays, and lower



farm commodity prices have led to a sharp upward revision in our spending

estimates by $7 billion to $8 billion. The other major change in our outlay

estimates is for national defense programs (+$7.7 billion). The 1986

appropriation level is somewhat higher than for 1985, which adds roughly

$4 billion in outlays. The rest is a technical reestimate based on the faster

spending rates for defense programs that have occurred since July.

Economic Assumptions

Table 2 of the report shows the latest CBO and OMB economic assumptions

for fiscal year 1986. As would be expected from the closeness of our budget

estimates, our economic assumptions for the major variables are quite

similar.

TABLE 2. ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS (Fiscal Year 1986)

Economic Variable OMB CBO

Gross National Product:
Current dollars (in billions of dollars) 4,209 4,192
Percent change, year over year 6.9 6.5

Constant (1982) dollars (in billions of dollars) 3,675 3,658
Percent change, year over year 3.5 3.0

GNP Implicit Price Deflator
(percent change, year over year) 3.3 3.4

CPI-W (percent change,
year over year) 3.3 3.3

Civilian Unemployment Rate (percent,
fiscal year average) 6.9 6.9

Interest Rates (fiscal year average)
91 -day Treasury bills 7.3 6.9
10-year Treasury notes 9.2 9.2

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.



The Balanced Budget Act requires CBO and OMB to include in our

joint report real economic growth rates for each quarter of the relevant

fiscal year, and the last two quarters of the preceding fiscal year. Our

projections for fiscal year 1986 and the last two quarters of fiscal year 1985

are provided in Table 3 of the report. If either CBO or OMB project real

economic growth to be less than zero for any two consecutive quarters, or if

the Department of Commerce reports actual real growth to be less than

1 percent for two consecutive quarters, many of the provisions of the Act

could be suspended by the Congress, including a sequestration order if it

has not already gone into effect. As you can see in Table 3, however, both

CBO and OMB are projecting real growth in the 3 percent to 4 percent

range, and actual growth for the last two quarters as reported by the

Department of Commerce has been above 1 percent.

TABLE 3. REAL ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES BY QUARTER
(In percents, annual rates)

FY 1985 Actual-/

OMB
CBO

Apr-Jun
1985

1.1
1.1

3ul-Sep
1985

3.0
3.0

Oct-Dec
1985

4.2
3.2 a/

FY 1986 Estimates

Jan- Mar
1986

4.0
3.5

Apr-Jun
1986

4.0
3.3

Jul-Sep
1986

4.0
3.4

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

a. As reported by the Department of Commerce (December 20, 1985).



Sequesterable Resources

Table 4 of the report summary provides further detail on the CBO and OMB

base level outlay estimates for 1986. This table shows that a relatively

small portion of 1986 outlays will be affected by the sequestration of

budgetary resources. About $110 billion of estimated 1986 outlays for

defense programs, or 40 percent of total defense spending, are associated

with budgetary resources subject to an across-the-board percentage

reduction. The special 1986 exemption for military personnel accounts

made by the President removed more than $60 billion in outlays from the

sequesterable portion.

About $240 billion, or one-third of estimated outlays for nondefense

programs, is associated with sequesterable budgetary resources. Nearly

$50 billion are for programs with automatic spending increases, primarily

military and federal civilian employee retirement and disability programs.

For these programs, the amount of spending reduction required by the Act is

limited to the cost-of-living adjustments, which were generally 3.1 percent

for 1986.

Another $87 billion in nondefense outlays are associated with certain

special rule programs, of which the largest is Medicare. The Act also limits

the extent of spending reductions for these programs; for example,

1 percent for Medicare in 1986 and not more than 2 percent in future years.

Only slightly more than $100 billion in 1986 nondefense outlays—about



TABLE it. BASE LEVEL OUTLAY ESTIMATES FOR 1986
(In billions of dollars)

OMB CBO
Category Estimates Estimates Average

Defense Programs a/
Subject to across-the-board

reduction 106.2 112.4 109.3
Other b/ 164.7 162.1 163.4

Subtotal, defense programs 270.9 274.6 272.8

Nondefense Programs
Programs with automatic

spending increases c/ 48.9 48.4 48.6
Certain special rule programs d/ 87.0 87.1 87.1
Subject to across-the-board

reduction 104.3 106.1 105.2
Major exempt programs

Social security and
railroad retirement tier 1 202.6 202.0 202.3

Net interest 137.9 136.9 137.4
Earned income tax credit 1.3 1.3 1.3
Low-income programs e/ 60.9 61.1 61.0
Veterans compensation and pensions 14.3 14.3 14.3
State unemployment benefits 18.2 18.1 18.2
Offsetting receipts -50.2 -50.5 -50.4

Other ij 98.8 98.7 98.8
Subtotal, nondefense programs 724.0 723.4 723.7

Total 994.9 998.0 996.5

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

a. Budget function 050 excluding FEMA programs.
b. Outlays from obligated balances and the portion of military personnel

accounts exempted by the President for 1986.
c. Primarily federal employee retirement and disability programs.
d. Guaranteed student loans, foster care and adoption assistance,

medicare, veterans medical care, community health, migrant health,
and Indian health.

e. AFDC, child nutrition, medicaid, food stamps, SSI, and WIG.
f. Outlays from prior-year appropriations, certain prior legal obligations,

and small exempt programs.



15 percent—are associated with budgetary resources subject to an across-

the-board percentage reduction. Over $380 billion—or more than one-half

of total estimated outlays for nondefense programs—are entirely exempt

from sequestration by the Act. As shown by Table 4, these exempt outlays

are mostly Social Security benefits and net interest costs.

Sequestration Calculations

Table 5 of the report summary provides the major elements of our

sequestration calculations. Although the sequestration actually applies to

new budget authority and other spending authority, the calculations use

outlay estimates to determine the amount of sequestration.

The first step is to divide the amount of required deficit reduction—

$11.7 billion for 1986—into two halves. One-half—$5,850 million—is

assigned to defense programs (budget accounts in function 050) and the

other half to nondefense programs.

Second, the total amount of outlay savings from eliminating automatic

spending increases is calculated. One-half of the resulting savings for

indexed retirement and disability programs are applied to the required

reduction in defense programs and one-half to nondefense programs. This

amounts to an estimated $994 million for 1986, so that $497 million is

subtracted from the $5,850 million required reduction for both defense and

nondefense programs.



TABLE 5. SEQUESTRATION CALCULATIONS FOR 1986
(Outlays in millions of dollars)

Category OMB CBO Average

Defense Programs:
Total required reductions 5,850 5,850 5,850
Estimated savings from

automatic spending increases:
Indexed retirement programs a/ 496 497 497

Amount remaining to be obtained
from uniform percentage
reductions of budget resources 5,354 5,353 5,353

Estimated outlays associated with
sequesterable budget resources 106,225 112,446 109,335

Uniform reduction percentage 5.0 4.8 4.9

Nondefense Programs:
Total required reductions
Estimated savings from

automatic spending increases:
Indexed retirement programs
Other indexed programs

Estimated savings from the
application of special rules:

Guaranteed student loans
Foster care and adoption

assistance
Medicare
Other health programs

Amount remaining to be
obtained from uniform percentage
reductions of budget resources

Estimated outlays associated with
sequesterable budget resources b/

Uniform reduction percentage

5,850

496
45

10

5
300

82

4,912

114,444

4.3

5,850

497
45

10

5
300
83

4,911

115,080

4.3

5,850

497
45

10

5
300
82

4,912

114,762

4.3

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

a. These retirement programs are not included in the national defense
function of the budget; most are included in the income security
function.

b. Includes estimated 1987 outlays for the Commodity Credit Corporation
(CCC) that can be affected by a 1986 sequester (see discussion of special
rule for the CCC). The OMB estimate is $10,095 million, the CBO
estimate is $8,940 million, and the average is $9,518 million.



Various additional calculations are made for nondefense programs.

These include the savings that can be obtained by eliminating automatic

spending increases in three other specific programs—the National Wool Act,

the special milk program, and vocational rehabilitation grants. Also

included are savings that are to be obtained by applying special rules for

guaranteed student loans, foster care and adoption assistance, Medicare, and

certain health programs. These estimated savings amount to another

$442 million, which is also subtracted from the $5,850 million required

reduction in nondefense outlays.

This leaves $5,353 million for defense programs and $4,912 million for

nondefense programs to be obtained by an across-the-board uniform per-

centage reduction in budgetary resources. The uniform percentages are

calculated by dividing these dollar amounts by total estimated 1986 outlays

associated with sequesterable budgetary resources. For defense programs,

the sequesterable outlay base is $109.3 billion. For nondefense programs,

the base is $114.8 billion, which includes $9.5 billion of 1987 outlays for

farm price support programs that can be affected by the 1986 sequestration.

The resulting percentages are 4.9 percent for defense programs, and

4.3 percent for nondefense programs. These percentages are then applied to

the new budget authority and other spending authority in the sequester base.

Had the President not exempted the bulk of the military personnel

accounts from sequestration, the uniform percentage reduction for defense

10



programs would have been 3.1 percent. Similarly, had the Balanced Budget

Act not limited the maximum 1986 deficit reduction to $11.7 billion, so that

the full $48.6 billion excess deficit would have to be removed, the uniform

reduction percentages would have been 21.8 percent for defense programs

(assuming the exemption of the military personnel accounts) and

20.3 percent for nondefense programs.

The required reductions in spending authority of various types are

summarized in Tables 7, 8, and 9 in the report. The required reductions in

more than 800 separate budget accounts, and in 4,000 defense programs,

projects, and activities are itemized in the Federal Register. For defense

programs in function 050, the required reduction in spending authority (new

budget authority and unobligated balances) amounts to $13.8 billion to

achieve outlay savings of $5.4 billion. This defense outlay reduction is lower

than one-half of the $11.7 billion required reduction because the savings

from eliminating automatic spending increases for federal retirement

programs—including military retirement—are counted in the income security

function and are shown in the nondefense savings table.

For nondefense programs, the required reduction in spending authority

is $10.5 billion, $1.6 billion in direct loan obligations, and $7.3 million in new

loan guarantee commitments. These reductions are estimated to produce

$6.3 billion in outlay savings, including $0.4 billion in estimated 1987 outlay

savings for Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) programs. In most

11



TABLE 7. DEFENSE PROGRAM SEQUESTRATIONS FOR 1986
(In billions of dollars)

Function 050

Department of Defense-Military:
Military personnel
Operation and maintenance
Procurement
Research, development, test,

and evaluation
Military construction
Family housing and other

Subtotal, DoD

Atomic energy defense activities
Other defense-related activities b/

Total

Spending
Authority a/

0.2
3.9
6.6

1.9
0.5
0.2

13.3

0.*
0.1

13.8

Estimated
Outlays

0.2
2.9
0.9

0.9
0.1
0.1

5.1

0.2
c/

5.*

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

a. Includes new budget authority for 1986 and unobligated balances from
budget authority provided in previous years.

b. Includes the function 050 portion of Federal Emergency Management
Agency budget accounts which are reduced at the same rate as
nondefense programs.

c. Less than $50 million.
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TABLE 8. NONDEFENSE PROGRAM SEQUESTRATIONS FOR 1986
(In billions of dollars)

Function
Spending Direct Loan Loan Estimated

Authority a/ Obligations Guarantees Outlays

International affairs
General science, space

and technology
Energy
Natural resources and

environment
Agriculture
Commerce and housing

credit
Transportation
Community and regional

development
Education, training, employ-

ment, and social services
Health
Medicare
Income security
Social security
Veterans benefits and

services
Administration of justice
General government
General purpose fiscal

assistance

Total

0.9

0.*
0.3

0.6
0.9

0.2
1.9

0.2

1.2
0.5
0.*
1.8
0.1

0.2
0.3
0.3

0.3

10.5

0.3

—0.2

b/
0.7

0.2
b/

0.1

b/
b/

b/
—

b/

—
—

—
1.6

0.5

—0.1

—0.3

5.7
b/

b/

—
—
—
—
—

0.5

—
—

—

7.3

0.5

0.3
0.1

0.4
1.0 c/

0.2
0.4

0.1

0.4
0.3
0.4
1.3
0.1

0.2
0.3
0.3

0.2

6.3

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

a. Includes new budget authority, obligation limitations, and other spending
authority for 1986.

b. Less than $50 million.

c. Includes $0.4 billion in estimated 1987 outlay savings for Commodity
Credit Corporation (CCC) programs (see discussion of special rule for
CCC).
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TABLE 9. SEQUESTRATIONS FOR 1986 BY AGENCY
(In billions of dollars)

Spending Direct Loan Loan Estimated
Department or Other Unit Authority a/ Obligations Guarantees Outlays

Legislative Branch
The Judiciary
Executive Office of

the President
Funds appropriated to

the President
Agriculture
Commerce
Defense-Military
Defense-Civil
Education
Energy
Health and Human Services
Housing and Urban

Development
Interior
Justice
Labor
State
Transportation
Treasury
Environmental Protection

Agency
General Services

Administration
National Aeronautics and

Space Administration
Office of Personnel

Management
Small Business

Administration
Veterans Administration
Other independent agencies

Total

SOURCES: Congressional
Budget.

a. Includes new budget

0.1
b/

b/

0.6
1.3
0.1

13.3
0.6
0.7
0.6
1.3

0.7
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
1.8
0.4

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.6

b/
0.2
0.4

24.3

Budget

authority

___

—

—
0.3
1.1
b/
—
—
b/
—
b/

b/
b/
—
—b/
b/
—

b/

—

—

—
0.1
b/

0.1

1.6

Office and Office

for 1986, unoblig

—

—

b/
0.5
b/
—
—
—
—
—

5.5
b/
—
—
—
b/
—

—

—

—

—
0.2
0.5
0.5

0.1
b/

b/

0.3
1.3 c/
0.1
5.1
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.0

b/
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.4

b/

b/

0.2

0.6

b/
0.2
0.3

7.3 11.7

of Management and

ated balances from
budget authority provided in previous years (Defense-Military and other
function 050 programs and certain administrative costs), obligation
limitations for and other spending authority for 1986.

b. Less than $50 million.
c. Includes $0.4 billion in estimated 1987 outlay savings for Commodity

Credit Corporation (CCC) programs (see discussion of special rule for
CCC).
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instances, additional outlay savings will be gained in 1987 and later fiscal

years as the result of eliminating the 1986 cost-of-living adjustments and

cancelling 1986 budget authority. We did not calculate these outlay savings

for our report to the Comptroller General, but a rough CBO estimate for the

1987 savings is $7 billion to $8 billion.

CBO/OMB WORK EFFORT

The joint CBO/OMB work on the report went very smoothly. A tremendous

amount of work was accomplished in a very short time period with no major

disruptions as a result of an excellent cooperative working relationship. I join

OMB Director Miller in expressing my appreciation for the outstanding

professional job done by both agency staffs. I also want to thank the

Assistant Secretary for Comptroller of the Defense Department and his staff

for the cooperation they gave us and the work that they did in preparing the

defense program, project, and activity detail for the CBO/OMB sequestration

report.

We started meeting with OMB staff before Christmas to discuss a few

conceptual issues that arose in applying the Balanced Budget Act to certain

budget accounts. Most of the provisions of the new Act were sufficiently

clear for us to implement, but we did have some relatively minor problems.

Although the Act directs us to average our differences where we could not

reach agreement on various budget estimates, this clearly made no sense for

conceptual differences. Accordingly, we worked diligently to eliminate any
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differences that derived from different interpretations of how to apply the

various provisions of the Act. We concluded that it was less important to

eliminate any differences that resulted from different technical estimates

because, in these cases, averaging made sense. An average of two

different technical estimates in most instances would be as good as either of

the two agency estimates.

Each agency prepared its own estimates of sequesterable budgetary

resources for 1986 and associated outlays. We then combined these two sets

of estimates on the OMB computer system and examined the differences.

After considerable discussion between the two agency staffs, we were able

to narrow our differences to the point where an average would produce an

acceptable result.

To assist the General Accounting Office (GAO) in fulfilling their

responsibilities under the Act, we shared our calculations with them several

days in advance of the January 15 reporting date. After January 15,

we brought to GAO's attention several items that we discovered we had

treated in an inconsistent manner or had overlooked. Throughout the period,

we have also had a good cooperative working relationship with GAO.

SOME CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

By the report date, only one conceptual issue was left unresolved by

CBO/OMB staff. There was, however, another issue where a large number of

16



budget accounts were involved, and which, therefore, had to be resolved

before we completed the report. CBO sought a preliminary ruling from the

General Accounting Office before agreeing to OMB's proposed solution.

This case concerned programs and activities that are fully or partially

financed by user fees or other offsetting collections from nonfederal sources

that are credited to budget accounts.

Offsetting Collections from Nonfederal Sources

The issue was whether the sequestration should be applied to the gross level

of program activity, regardless of the source of financing, or only to that

portion financed by annual appropriations. An example of a program partially

financed by offsetting collections is the Patent and Trademark Office, which

in 1985 had total spending of $200 million and offsetting collections from the

public of $107 million.

We were advised that GAO agreed with OMB that all activities financed

by offsetting collections from nonfederal sources would be sequesterable

under the revised definition of spending authority in the Congressional Budget

Act of 197* contained in section 401(c)(2). This definition covers so-called

backdoor spending authority that is not subject to the annual review of the

appropriations process, such as certain permanent appropriations. The

Balanced Budget Act requires the sequestration of this type of spending

authority for nondefense programs, but not for defense programs. Thus, the

sequestration was applied to the gross level of program activity.

17



WMATA Interest Payments

The other conceptual issue that the staffs were not able to resolve concerned

a $51.7 million appropriation for interest payments to be made to the

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA). As authorized by

law, the Secretary of Transportation agreed several years ago to pay two-

thirds of the principal and interest due on $997 million in borrowing by

WMATA. Although these payments were not explicitly exempted by the Act,

CBO regarded them as nonsequesterable because of a previous federal

guarantee of the WMATA bonds by the Secretary of Transportation. OMB

agreed that the appropriation ought not to be sequestered, but did not believe

this outcome was permitted by the Balanced Budget Act. This issue was left

to the Comptroller General to resolve. In the meantime, we averaged the

results of the two different positions, even though the result is not consistent

with either of our views. The Comptroller General in his report yesterday

agreed with CBO that the WMATA interest payment for 1986 is not

sequesterable.

Administrative Expenses

One of the more difficult areas in which to apply the Act was administrative

expenses for programs otherwise exempt or covered by a special rule. The

Act clearly requires sequestering the administrative expenses of all federal

programs (unless these expenses were specifically exempted), including those

that are self-supporting. In many cases, these administrative expenses were

clearly identified in budget accounts, either by the title of the account, an

18



appropriation limitation, or by expenses covered by object classes—I 1 (per-

sonnel compensation) through 26 (supplies and materials). In a few instances,

however, this approach would have had the effect of negating the exemption

or special rule, such as for the Postal Service, veterans' medical care, several

power marketing administrations, and the Tennessee Valley Authority. In

these cases, the estimate of administrative expenses was developed jointly

with OMB and was intended to reflect only what could be called overhead

expenses.

We had also included as sequesterable certain nondefense admin-

istrative expenses that are financed by unobligated balances. We believed

the section in the Balanced Budget Act had the effect of overriding other

provisions, but I understand that the Comptroller General has concluded

otherwise. This is a good illustration of one area of the Act that is not

entirely clear and could be changed in any technical corrections bill.

Reappropriations

An example of a conceptual issue that was resolved by the CBO and OMB

staffs concerned the scoring of reappropriations. These involved actions of

the Congress to continue the availability of obligational authority that has or

would have otherwise expired. CBO scores reappropriations as budget

authority in the year for which the availability is extended. OMB scores

appropriations as budget authority in the fiscal year in which the reappro-

priation action is included, regardless of when the authority would otherwise

expire. A number of reappropriations for nondefense programs were included
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in the 1985 Supplemental Appropriation Act. CBO scored these as new

budget authority for 1986, which is sequesterable. OMB and the agencies,

however, scored these as 1985 authority and treat these as unobligated

balances in 1986, which are not sequesterable for nondefense programs.

Applying the CBO scoring method would have required a change of OMB and

agency accounting practices, which could not be done in the time available.

Therefore, CBO agreed with the OMB approach for the purposes of imple-

menting the Balanced Budget Act, although we will continue to use our

convention for scoring appropriation bills against Congressional budget

resolutions.

Names and Numbers

A problem that we encountered in interpreting the Act concerned the use of

program names and budget account numbers in the sections that exempted

certain items from sequestration or defined automatic spending increase

programs. Essentially, we had a problem answering two questions. First,

when the numbered budget account contains activities in addition to the

named program, do those activities also qualify for special treatment?

Second, in the case of indexed programs, are nonindexed activities included in

a referenced budget account protected from sequestration by virtue of

section 255(f)?

After some deliberation, we concluded that the answer generally was

"no" to both questions, that the program names and budget accounts were

meant to serve as pointers or clues as to which programs were to be given
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special treatment and did not involve any significance beyond this. It would

have been better, of course, for the Act to include specific statutory

citations to the affected programs, but there probably was not enough time

to do this in the drafting of H.J. Res. 372.

Some Anomalies

As we prepared our sequestration calculations, some anomalies appeared that

the Congress may wish to consider for a technical corrections bill in addition

to the issues and problems I have already described. One anomaly concerns

the operations of the Panama Canal Commission. The Commission collects

tolls from ships using the Canal, which are deposited in the Treasury and

scored as offsetting receipts in function 400 (transportation programs). To

operate the Canal, the Commission receives an annual appropriation, based

on an estimate of incoming receipts. According to the Panama Canal Treaty,

any excess of revenues over expenditures is to be paid to Panama. Thus, the

sequestration of operating funds will have the effect of enriching Panama and

will not help reduce the federal deficit.

Another anomaly concerns unemployment benefits for railroad workers.

The Balanced Budget Act specifically exempts regular state unemployment

benefits, the state share of extended unemployment benefits, and benefits

paid to former federal employees and former members of the armed services.

At the same time, it is silent with respect to railroad worker unemployment

benefits. These benefits, therefore, were presumed to be sequesterable,
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which is probably an unintended result. Unfortunately, we found no statutory

justification for not appying the uniform reduction percentage to these

benefits.

Although unobligated balances in defense programs are sequesterable,

they are not sequesterable in nondefense programs. I discussed earlier how

we were unable to apply CBO's scoring convention for reappropriations to

nondefense programs, which had the effect of reducing the amount of

sequesterable spending authority for 1986, at least from CBO's scoring base.

Other possible new spending authority that escaped sequestration involves the

transfer of unobligated balances in nondefense budget accounts to other

accounts for the purpose of financing new or different programs. An example

of this is the transfer in 1986 of $400 million of unobligated balances from

the Synfuels Corporation to the Department of Energy for the purpose of

funding a new clean coal technology program. Since this transfer does not

involve new budget authority in 1986, it could not be sequestered.

Another anomaly arises from the definition of a budget account in the

Act. For items not provided in appropriation bills, an account is to be found

by looking in the Appendix to the President's budget. By tradition, however,

certain Legislative Branch accounts do not appear in the Appendix, such as

compensation of Members of the House and the Senate and several revolving

funds for restaurants, barber shops, and other activities. Consequently, these

accounts escaped sequestration. This result may have been intended, at least
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for Member compensation, given the Act's prohibition against reducing rates

of pay for federal employees under a sequester order.

Federal Reserve System

One of the changes made by the Balanced Budget Act was to bring on budget

certain federal entities that formerly were off-budget, such as the Federal

Financing Bank, the Postal Service fund, and strategic petroleum reserve

purchases. We considered whether this change also affected the Federal

Reserve System, at least the Board of Governors. We concluded that it did

not, as Director Miller has testified, largely because there was no legislative

history to support its inclusion.

CONCLUSION

The issues and problems I have described are relatively minor when viewed in

the context of administering a law as complex as the Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985. This is not to say that we had an

easy time in preparing our joint sequestration report. Rather, the Act was

sufficiently clear in most instances to allow us to work out the details of the

report with a minimum of difficulty. Objections about the results of our

calculations are more likely to involve specific provisions of the Act than our

application of these provisions to various budget accounts.
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